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I would rather have questions that can’t be answered
than answers that can’t be questioned.

– Richard P. Feynman



NOMENCLATURE

Global coordinate system, origin at still water level ≡ (X0, Y0, Z0)

Hull fixed coordinate system ≡ (X1, Y1, Z1)

Pendulum fixed coordinate system ≡ (X2, Y2, Z2)

Position vector of hull’s center of mass ≡ ~H

Position vector of pendulum’s center of mass ≡ ~P

Position vector of pendulum’s center of mass w.r.t. hull ≡ ~PH

Angular velocity of hull about X1 axis ≡ ω x1

Angular velocity of hull about Y1 axis ≡ ω y1

First Euler angle ≡ φ

Second Euler angle ≡ θ

Third Euler angle ≡ ψ

Angular position of pendulum about Z1 axis w.r.t. X1 axis ≡ α

Mass of hull ≡ mh

Hull principal moment of inertia about X1 axis ≡ Ix1

Hull principal moment of inertia about Y1 axis ≡ Iy1

Mass of pendulum ≡ mp

Length of pendulum arm ≡ L

Acceleration due to gravity ≡ g

Wave excitation force ≡ ~FE

Wave excitation moment ≡ ~ME

Hull radiation force ≡ ~FR

Hull radiation moment ≡ ~MR

Pendulum moment due to viscous damping ≡ ~Md

Pendulum moment due to generator ≡ ~Mgen

Pendulum control moment ≡ ~u

Coordinates of pendulum along global x axis ≡ RPx0



NOMENCLATURE

Coordinates of pendulum along global y axis ≡ RPy0

Coordinates of pendulum along global z axis ≡ RPz0

Hull damping coefficient along Z0 axis ≡ Cz0

Hull damping coefficient about X1 axis ≡ Cx1

Hull damping coefficient about Y1 axis ≡ Cy1

Pendulum viscous damping coefficient about Z1 axis ≡ Cp

Added mass of hull along Z0 axis ≡ Az0

Added mass of hull about X1 axis ≡ Ax1

Added mass of hull about Y1 axis ≡ Ay1

Hull center of mass ≡ Hcom

Pendulum center of mass ≡ Pcom

Water surface elevation of monochromatic wave j ≡ ηj

Wave number of monochromatic wave j ≡ kj

Modified Bretschneider-Mitsuyasu wave spectrum ≡ S

Frequency [Hz] of monochromatic wave j ≡ fj

Phase of monochromatic wave j ≡ δj

Pressure field of irregular wave ≡ pirr

Pressure response factor of monochromatic wave j ≡ Kpj

Water depth ≡ h

Time ≡ t

Time window i ≡ ti

Water surface elevation of irregular wave ≡ ηirr

Significant wave height ≡ Hs

Significant wave period ≡ Ts

IDs of four hull wedges ≡ A,B,C,D

Excitation force of wedge ID N ≡ ~FN



NOMENCLATURE

Sigmoid approximation factor ≡ Af

Submergence of wedge ID N ≡ ~dN

Water surface elevation at wedge ID N ≡ ~ηN

Position vector of wedge N w.r.t. hull ≡ ~RN

State vector of model predicted pendulum system ≡ Υ

Model predicted/approximated ≡ Ampc

state matrix of pendulum

Input matrix of model predicted pendulum system ≡ B

Output matrix of model predicted pendulum system ≡ C

Overall vertical component of force acting on hull ≡ FHz0

Error dynamics ≡ ė

Tracking (reference) function ≡ r(t)

State vector of augmented system ≡ Υaug

Augmented system dynamics ≡ Aaug

Input matrix of augmented system ≡ Baug

Time derivatives ≡ Dotted variables

Resistive applied axle torque due ≡ Mt

to simulated “power generation”

Angular velocity of the axle–pendulum ≡ α̇

Angular acceleration of the axle–pendulum ≡ α̈

Coefficient of damping due to electrical load N ≡ cN

Moment of inertia of transducer’s ≡ It

rotor about the axis of rotation

Moment of inertia of the axle–pendulum ≡ Ipa

system about the axis of rotation



NOMENCLATURE

Distance between pendulum’s center of ≡ Lg

mass and the axis of rotation

Mass of pendulum ≡ mp

Damping coefficient associated ≡ cpa

with the axle’s bearing and grease

The logarithmic decrement ≡ δ

First peak amplitude, which occurs at t0 ≡ α(t0)

nth peak amplitude, which occurs at tn ≡ α(tn)

Damping ratio of the system ≡ ζ

Natural frequency of the system ≡ ωn

Frequency of damped vibration of the system ≡ ωd



Chapter 1: An Introduction to the Three Manuscripts

The abundance of wave energy in our world’s oceans is something that the ma-

jority of humanity has been aware of since time immemorial. Indeed, anyone who

has stood ashore near crashing waves, been aboard a vessel underway at high seas,

or has read some of the classic mariner tales, are probably astutely aware of the

immense power and majesty of our world’s oceans. Ironically, it is that same im-

mense power and strength that inhibits our ability to harness and extract ocean

wave energy for our own means and purpose. Nonetheless, the possibility of ac-

tively converting ocean wave energy into a usable form, such as electricity, presents

a sustainable and alluring opportunity to offset our current, non–sustainable and

dominant sources of electricity generation; coal and natural gas power plants [1–4].

While there are many researchers and companies investigating the possible

types of technology for ocean wave energy conversion, there still does not exist a

dominant design or method to do so [4,5]. In this work, we focus our attention upon

one possible type of conversion technology—one that appears to be quite promising

due to its apparent robustness and intrinsic ability to continuously convert ocean

wave energy into electricity. Known as a Vertical Axis Pendulum Wave Energy

Converter, or VAPWEC, this device converts ocean wave energy into electricity

through the swing of a pendulum whose nominal axis of rotation is vertical. How

a VAPWEC operates is fairly straightforward: Ocean waves cause the VAPWEC’s
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hull to pitch and roll. As the hull’s angular orientation changes, so does the orien-

tation of the pendulum’s axis of rotation. Because of the continual reorientation

of this axis, the pendulum often exists within a state of unstable equilibrium–the

pendulum continually “wants” to rotate. This rotation is coupled to a generator

or control system that converts the pendulum’s kinetic energy into electricity.

In the first manuscript, we look at a relatively simple VAPWEC model—a proof

of concept—that seeks to verify, to some degree, the major wave energy conversion

characteristics of a general VAPWEC. Additionally, the first manuscript begins

to address the notion that a VAPWEC whose pendulum is actively controlled,

performs better than if the pendulum were left to its own accord. Outcomes from

this manuscript show that if one can indeed cause a VAPWEC’s pendulum to rotate

in resonance within its wave environment, then more efficient energy conversion

can occur. Such an outcome builds upon the work of [6].

In the second manuscript, we take the concept of actively controlling a VAPWEC’s

pendulum one step further. In this case, we produce a simulation that allows for

increase degrees of freedom and a more realistic phase difference between how

a VAPWEC’s hull interacts within its ocean wave environment. A major take

away from this manuscript, is that while much greater electricity can be generated

through actively controlling a VAPWEC’s pendulum, it’s not immediately obvious

on how to do so and indeed, there most likely exist numerous ways to do so.

In the third manuscript, we transition from computer simulations to an em-

pirical study of a scaled VAPWEC prototype—named Vincent—deployed at O.H.

Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory (HWRL). The primary purpose of the study,
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was to better understand and characterize how a generic VAPWEC responds to an

irregular wave environment as its pendulum is being subjected to varying applied

torque loadings. The major outcome of this particular manuscript, is the mapping

of the generic VAPWEC’s net mean power generation to: (i) its irregular wave

environment; (ii) its pendulum’s mass; and (iii) the applied torque loadings acting

on its axle.
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2.1 Introduction

Ocean wave energy is a promising new renewable energy technology. Among the

various renewable energy types, wave energy is highly predictable and less variable

than other renewable energy sources such as wind or solar. In addition, nearly 50%

of the world’s population lives within 50 km of a coastline. The world’s oceans

provide enough wave energy to be within the same order of magnitude as the

entire world’s electrical consumption. Accordingly, there exists great potential to

replace fossil fuels that generate electricity, with wave energy converters (WECs)

that transforms energy within ocean waves into electricity.

Wave energy development is much where wind energy development was thirty

years ago in that the “best” type of WEC is yet unknown. The optimal type of

device will be determined based on levelized cost of energy, taking into account

manufacturing and deployment costs, maintenance costs, reliability, environmen-

tal impacts, and the amount of energy produced. Current WEC technology are

estimated to only have access to approximately 15 percent of all the world’s avail-

able ocean wave energy [4]. Furthermore, with the relatively low monetary cost

of electricity for coal and natural gas power plants, WECs must become more

cost–competitive. In particular, active control can be used to reduce such costs

by applying it to WECs for the purpose of maximizing the amount of energy ex-

traction, or for the purpose of extending the longevity of a device by tempering

its response to an overly energetic environment [7, 8]. In this paper, we focus on

the application of applying active control to a vertical axis pendulum wave energy
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converter, or Vertical Axis PWEC, with the purpose of maximizing wave energy

to electricity conversion.

Gearbox

Generator

Bearings

Hull Cross Section

Pendulum

Figure 2.1: A generic vertical axis pendulum wave energy converter.

The earliest indications of research into Vertical Axis PWECs are found in a

patent issued in 1966 on behalf of the Thiokol Chemical Corporation [9]. While

not intended to power cities and communities, Thiokol’s device was one of the first

to use the ocean wave induced swing of a vertical axis pendulum to self–power

navigational buoys.

Circa 2006, Neptune Wave Power LLC was issued one of the first modern

United States’ patents for a Vertical Axis PWEC. Neptune was also one of the

first companies to implement a means of active control for a Vertical Axis PWEC.

By employing a mass capable of translating radially along the pendulum, Neptune’s

mode of control had the direct ability to alter the pendulum’s moment of inertia

and thus control the pendulum rotational properties [10].

Like Neptune, the Finnish company, Wello Ltd., has also developed a Vertical
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Axis PWEC, known as the Penguin, which is specifically intended for utility grid

scale operations. At the European Marine Energy Center, Wello has tested their

Penguin device at utility grid scale [11, 12]. The Penguin’s control strategy is

unknown.

In 2009, Bretl investigated a smaller type of Vertical Axis PWEC, but his

work was limited to monochromatic-regular wave forms, and his Vertical Axis

PWEC did not implement active control [6]. Nevertheless, Bretl’s results provide

insights into the effectiveness and encouraging aspects of vertical axis PWECs. He

showed that the maximum power extraction occurs when the pendulum maintains

unidirectional rotation in a monochromatic wave environment; we will test that

result in the context of an irregular wave environment in this work.

In Section 2.2, we provide equations of motion for a generic Vertical Axis PWEC

and a wave environment with similar characteristics to those found off the Oregon

coast. In Section 2.3, we develop a control strategy based on model predictive and

integral error control for increased Vertical Axis PWEC net power production. In

Section 2.4, simulations of the controlled system are provided. Lastly, in Section

2.5, conclusions and comments regarding future research are given.

2.2 Generic Vertical Axis PWEC Model

The end goal of applying active control to a vertical axis PWEC, is to enable

the optimal operation of an array of PWECs within an area of ocean to provide

community/utility scale power to the electrical grid. To accomplish this goal within
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a model based control context, one must consider the computational efficiency of

the device model and how it will scale to an array of devices. There are several

approaches to modeling the behavior of a PWEC in the ocean, with the highest

fidelity approach requiring computational fluid structure interaction models to

model forces on the PWEC, which can then be used as an external input on a

seven degrees of freedom device model. At some point, reduced order models must

be employed. As such, a major goal of this paper is to provide a simple model

of PWEC behavior that can be used to validate more sophisticated distributed

parameter models. In this initial study, we approach modeling through isolating

the effect of waves on the position of the PWEC hull, and the effect of the hull

position on the rotating pendulum.

Improving the performance of a generic PWE through active control is the focus

of this paper. To do so requires assumptions for the Vertical Axis PWEC’s power

take-off (PTO) scheme. The relative motion between two bodies is essentially how

all WEC PTOs operate, and therefore a means of constraining the movement of one

body is often needed to ensure such relative motion occurs. When deployed in the

ocean, an anchoring and mooring structure would be responsible for constraining

the PWEC’s movement. In this context, a preliminary investigation into control

development, we assume that such a mooring system is applied to the PWEC.

In fact, we assume that the PWEC is deployed in such a way that the hull is

constrained to move in only heave (up and down) and in pitch (tilting of the hull

bow), see Fig. 2. Furthermore, the hull is assumed to be an ideal wave follower; the

pitch of the hull follows the instantaneous slope of the wave profile. In addition,
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the pitch of the vertical axis PWEC’s hull is assumed to be unaffected by the

mass and relative location of the pendulum; the hull’s dynamics are assumed to be

dominated by its buoyancy rather than the forces and moments of the pendulum’s

orientation within the hull. In future work, a full seven degrees of freedom dynamic

model for the PWEC will be developed.

X0

Z0 

mp g

X1

Z1 &  Z2

Hcom

Pcom

X1

Y1

Y2 X2

Md + Mgen 

mh g

Side View

Top View

Irregular
Wave Profile

PH

α

Wave Progression
Hull Pen

dulum
PH

Pcom

Hcom

θ

H

Figure 2.2: Kinematic–dynamic free body diagram illustrating the generic vertical
axis PWEC used to develop the equation of motion for the pendulum,
see Equation (2.1).
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In the simulations that follow in Section 2.4, the PWEC is assumed to operate

in a wave resource having characteristics of the Oregon wave environment. Such an

environment can be best described by a Bretschneider-Mitsuyasu spectrum with

a significant wave height of three meters and a significant wave energy period of

ten seconds [13,14]. Using such a spectrum, Boren developed a simulated irregular

Oregon ocean wave environment in which the modeled PWEC presented in this

research will operate [15].

Based on the above assumptions, the PWEC’s pendulum is dynamically driven

while the PWEC’s hull is kinematically driven. Thus, it is the relative position of

the pendulum to the hull that must be modeled and upon which control will be

applied. Lagrangian mechanics were used to derive the equations of motion. The

equation of motion for the pendulum that rotates horizontally around the vertical

axis within the vertical axis PWEC’s hull is given as

α̈ =
Md +Mgen

L2mP

− θ̇2 sin 2α

2
− (g + Z̈H) sinα sin θ

L
,

where Mgen is the control input, Mgen = u(t); α represents the angular position

of the pendulum relative to the hull; θ gives the angular position of the hull in

pitch, which is known given a particular wave profile; ZH gives the position of the

hull in heave, which is also known given a particular wave profile; Md = −Cd α̇

represents the moment due to pendulum viscous damping; and Cd is the viscous

damping coefficient. Note that dotted values represent time derivatives.
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2.3 Control Strategy and Design

Control of the generic Vertical Axis PWEC is accomplished by varying both the

role and influence of the PWEC’s motor–generator. Acting in either motor or gen-

erator mode, applied control is capable of both removing energy from, and adding

energy to, the pendulum’s rotation. Such manipulation is governed by the control

input Mgen. Motor mode occurs when Mgen is applied in the same rotational direc-

tion as α̇. Likewise, generator mode occurs when Mgen is applied in the opposite

rotational direction as α̇. Furthermore, the quantity of energy removed or added to

the pendulum’s motion is directly proportional to the magnitude of Mgen. While

generator mode should dominate the operational behavior of the PWEC, as this is

the only means for electricity generation to occur, there nonetheless could be situ-

ations where supplying the PWEC with additional energy could be advantageous.

The need for maintaining unidirectional rotation, for example, could be one such

situation. In particular, Bretl showed that the maximum power for his PWEC, in

monochromatic waves, occurred while the pendulum rotated consistently in one

direction [6]. We note, however, that unidirectional pendulum rotation may not

be optimal in an irregular wave environment.

Ultimately, in this paper, we are using the strategy that the end goal of the

PWEC’s control strategy should be to convert as much ocean wave energy into

electricity as possible. In this way, the control strategy should enforce the pendu-

lum to operate in a resonating way with irregular ocean waves. In other words,

motion of the vertical axis’s pendulum should be synchronized, in an optimal wave
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energy converting manner, with the motion of the irregular ocean waves.

By assuming: (i) the hull is an ideal wave follower; (ii) the mass of the pendu-

lum effects the hull’s orientation in a negligible way; and (iii) the controller has full

information regarding the approaching wave, then the converter’s hull is assumed

to be in perfect synced with the wave profile and likewise the converter’s controller

is assumed to have accurate information of all incoming, incident waves. Conse-

quently, resonance between the PWEC’s pendulum and the motion of the irregular

ocean wave can be viewed as a direct relationship between the pendulum’s motion

and the hull’s motion; given the above assumptions, the dynamic and temporal

interplay between PWEC hull and ocean wave is inconsequential.

Note, that a PWEC’s hull could be manufactured to closely follow a wave’s

profile and that incoming, incident wave information could be acquired through

use of wave measurement devices such as Waveriders R©, TRIAXYSTM buoys, or

similar sensing devices.

2.3.1 Control Strategy

To understand the control strategy, we begin with a simple example shown in

Fig. 2.3. In this figure, we illustrate the generic Vertical Axis PWEC at four

instances in time, or four states, while being subjected to a monochromatic wave.

The pendulum is represented by blue and red rectangles. The green dot affixed

to the bow of the hull is intended to indicate the hull’s constant heading into the

waves—both rolling and yawing are constrained. The pendulum in states 1© and
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3© are colored blue to represent maximum pendulum potential energy states—the

highest possible pendulum orientation within the Earth’s gravitational field given

the hull’s orientation within the wave profile. The pendulum in states 2© and

4© are colored red to represent minimum pendulum potential energy states—the

lowest possible pendulum orientation within the Earth’s gravitational field given

the hull’s orientation within the wave profile.

g

1st harmonic of rotation: Pendulum rotates 360° in T secondsProgressive
Wave

Direction

Still Water Level

TA Wave Period

1

2 3

4

Figure 2.3: Ideal positional states for pendulum relative to a wave crests and
troughs.

Due to the aforementioned assumptions, this scenario represents a special case.

Figure 2.3 illustrates that the maximum and minimum pendulum potential energy

states should correspond directly to the crests and troughs of the wave profile

respectively. Enforcing this is the overall goal of the active controller. Typically,

however, there could exist a delay between the raise of a wave crest and the raise

of the converter’s bow. Nevertheless, a phased shifted form of the control strategy

illustrated in Fig. 2.3 would equally be valid for a non-ideal wave following hull.

In recognizing the assumptions made, however, if the sequence of positions for the

pendulum given in Fig. 2.3 are followed, then the process of converting pendulum
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potential energy into electricity is maximized—the pendulum will have maximum

swings, 180 degree rotations, for each downward and upward slope of a wave profile.

2.3.2 Controller Design

Using both model predictive and integral error tracking control theories, a con-

troller is developed to enforce the control strategy described above in Section 2.3.1.

Such a controller is ideally suited for this problem due to (i) its ability to cope

with approximating nonlinear dynamics; (ii) its capacity to track desired pendulum

state trajectories; and (iii) its allowance for wave profile prediction [7, 15, 16].

The model predictive control aspect grants the controller a means to continually

update the approximation of the nonlinear pendulum dynamics as a linear system

for allotted time horizons. Such linearization enables the direct use of common

linear control methods such as the development of linear state feedback control laws

and linear quadratic cost functions. Moreover, model predictive control provides

a means for future research in which temporal wave prediction can occur [17].

With integral error control aspects, the controller has the ability to track a desired

ideal pendulum state trajectory. The controller combines the model predictive

and integral error control aspects via an augmented state-space equation and a

corresponding cost function that is analogous to what a linear quadratic regulator

(LQR) uses.

A model predicted approximation of the pendulum dynamics from Equation
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(2.1) can be written in a time-varying sudo-state-space form given by

Υ̇(t) = A(t) Υ(t) + Bu(t), (2.1)

where

Υ(t) =

[
α(t) α̇(t)

]T
, (2.2)

A(t) =

 0 1

A21 A22

 , (2.3)

A21 =
− (θ(t))2 sin(2α(t))

2α(t)
−

(
g + Z̈H(t)

)
sin(α(t)) sin(θ(t))

Lα(t)
, (2.4)

A22 =
−Cd

L2mP

, (2.5)

B =

[
0 1

L2mP

]T
. (2.6)

Within the model predictive control framework, A(t) is updated at each time

step of the simulation to approximate the nonlinear system dynamics.
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As described above, the ideal state trajectory, r(t), must be based on the rela-

tive locations of wave crests and troughs with respect to the angular positions of

the pendulum, see Fig. 2.3. One must first determine, therefore, the temporal loca-

tions of wave crests and wave troughs and then, based on that information, develop

the ideal state trajectory function, r(t), which the controller should track. For a

unidirectional actively controlled pendulum, the reference function r(t) should not

only represent the ideal state trajectory that syncs the locations of wave crests and

troughs with the pendulum’s orientation, but also enforce unidirectional rotation.

Positive slope values of the reference function indicates counter clockwise rotation

and negative sign indicates clockwise rotation.

Tracking the ideal pendulum state trajectory, r(t), is the role of the integral

error control component of the controller [15,18]. Such tracking involves the min-

imization of the pendulum’s error dynamics that is given by

ė = r(t)− α(t). (2.7)

When written with respect to state-space form and the output matrix, C, the error

dynamics in Equation (2.7) become

ė = −CΥ + r(t), (2.8)
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where

C =

[
1 0

]
. (2.9)

Thus, the augmented state-space form for the controller is the combination of

the pendulum state-space dynamics and the integral error dynamics. The resulting

augmented state-space form is given by

 Υ̇(t)

ėI

 =

 A(t) 0

−C 0


 Υ(t)

eI(t)

+

 B

0

u(t) +

 0

1

 r(t) (2.10)

or

Υ̇aug(t) = Aaug(t) Υaug(t) + Baug u(t) +

 0

1

 r(t) (2.11)

as explained in [18]. Note that the zero entries in the matrices above are sized

appropriately; that is, they may represent vectors or sub–matrices with zero entries.

The controller is derived using a linear quadratic cost function given as

J =

∫
t∞

ti

Υaug
T (t)QΥaug(t) + uT (t)Ru(t) dt (2.12)
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with

Q =

 0 0

0 q

 . (2.13)

To ensure suitable control of the pendulum and sufficient tracking of r(t), Equa-

tion (2.12) is minimized by solving the steady state Riccati equation

0 = −PAaug −AT
augP−Q + PBaugR

−1Baug
TP (2.14)

within sequential time instances, ti. Thus, P in fact depends on t and at each

instant in time the gain matrix, K, is derived by

−K(t) = −R−1 Baug
T P , (2.15)

and therefore over the entire operating time,

u(t) = Mgen = −K(t)

 Υ

eI

 . (2.16)

In the next section, we show simulation results that represent the effects of

applying active control to a Vertical Axis PWEC, with each simulation placing

the generic vertical axis PWEC in a simulated irregular wave environment.
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2.4 Simulation Results

Results from three simulations are presented here. The first simulation is based on

the uncontrolled PWEC dynamics. The second simulation employs active control

of the PWEC’s pendulum and enforces unidirectional rotation to test Bretl’s results

in an irregular wave environment. Like the second, the third simulation also em-

ploys active control, but allows the PWEC’s pendulum to rotate in both clockwise

and counterclockwise directions; bidirectional rotation is allowed. All simulations

place the molded PWEC within the same irregular ocean wave environment, as

described in Section 2.2. Since the pendulum dynamics are assumed to not affect

the hull’s orientation, the modeled Vertical Axis PWEC’s hull kinematics are the

same for each simulation. In this way, a baseline is established for the relative

success among control strategies. The control performance is based solely on the

amount of net power generation. Also, to avoid large scale simulation transient

effects (to ensure a fully developed interaction between, wave motion, pendulum

motion, and control actuation) only the last 100 seconds of net powered generation

are evaluated. Global simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. Geom-

etry and dimensions of the PWEC’s hull are not relevant due to the assumptions

made in Section 2.3.
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Table 2.1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Significant Wave Height 3 m

Significant Wave Period 10 seconds

Simulation Duration 1200 seconds

Pendulum Arm Length 3 m

Pendulum Mass 250 kg

2.4.1 Uncontrolled Pendulum

The results of subjecting a Vertical Axis PWEC without active pendulum control

to an irregular wave environment are presented here. The generator extraction

coefficient, Cgen, used by the uncontrolled PWEC was selected as the value that

produced the greatest mean net electric power for the irregular wave, for the last

100 seconds of simulation time. For the uncontrolled PWEC, Mgen = Cgen α̇.

Table 2.2 gives an overview of the simulation results and parameters. Figure

2.4 presents a time sample of the simulation illustrating the pendulum’s motion

and indicating the temporal locations of wave trough/crest occurrences.

Table 2.2: Uncontrolled Generic Vertical Axis PWEC

Parameter Value

Mean Net Generator Power Output 273 watts

(During Last 100 Seconds)

Peak Net Generator Power Output 700 watts

(During Last 100 Seconds)

Generator Damping Coefficient -93.82
N m s

rad
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Figure 2.4: Net electric power generation of the uncontrolled Vertical Axis PWEC.

2.4.2 Unidirectional Controlled Pendulum

The results of subjecting the modeled PWEC to an irregular wave environment

with an actively, unidirectional controlled pendulum are presented here. The pur-

pose of the control scheme is to enforce unidirectional pendulum rotation while

being in sync with the crests and troughs of the irregular wave environment. How

the pendulum’s motion should evolve to be in sync with the crests and troughs of

the wave form was determined through trial and error, with the method generating

the greatest mean net power being selected. In other words, the reference function,

r(t), was determined through an iterative process that sought to maximize mean

net power generation during the last 100 seconds of simulation time. Table 2.3
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gives an overview of the simulation results and parameters. Figure 2.5 presents

a time sample of the simulation illustrating the ideal pendulum’s motion (refer-

ence function r(t)), the actual pendulum’s motion, and also indicates the temporal

locations of wave trough/crest occurrences.

As shown in Table 2.3, though maintaining pendulum rotation in one direction,

as Bretl suggested, the highest peak output power among the three simulations

occurs.

Table 2.3: Unidirectional Controlled Generic Vertical Axis PWEC

Parameter Value

Mean Net Generator Power Output 23 kilowatts

(During Last 100 Seconds)

Peak Net Generator Power Output 174 megawatts

(During Last 100 Seconds)

Tracking Error Weighting q 106

Control Weighting R 10−11
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Figure 2.5: Active unidirectional controlled vertical axis PWEC. Figure illustrates
the reference function that the pendulum angular position should track
and the pendulum’s actual angular position.

2.4.3 Bidirectional Controlled Pendulum

The results of subjecting a PWEC to an irregular wave environment with an ac-

tively controlled bidirectional pendulum are presented here. The purpose of the

control scheme is to enforce rotation of the pendulum to be in sync with the crests

and troughs of the irregular wave environment, but unlike the unidirectional con-

trolled pendulum, the pendulum in this simulation is allowed to swing in both

clockwise and counterclockwise directions. How the pendulum’s motion should

evolve to be in sync with the crests and troughs of the wave form was determined

through trial and error, with the method generating the greatest mean net power
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being selected. In other words, the reference function, r(t), was determined through

an iterative process that sought to maximize mean net power generation during the

last 100 seconds of simulation time. Table 2.4 gives an overview of the simulation

results. Figure 2.6 presents a time sample of the simulation illustrating the ideal

pendulum’s motion (reference function r(t)), the actual pendulum’s motion, and

also indicates the temporal locations of wave trough/crest occurrences.

Table 2.4: Bidirectional Controlled Generic Vertical Axis PWEC

Parameter Value

Mean Net Generator Power Output 52 kilowatts

(During Last 100 Seconds)

Peak Net Generator Power Output 173 megawatts

(During Last 100 Seconds)

Tracking Error Weighting q 106

Control Weighting R 10−11
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Figure 2.6: Active bidirectional controlled vertical axis PWEC. Figure illustrates
the reference function that the pendulum angular position should track
and the pendulum’s actual angular position.

2.5 Conclusions and Future Work

There are two main consequences from the methods and results given in this pa-

per. Firstly, applied active control can cause a Vertical Axis PWEC to become

more effective at generating electricity from ocean waves when compared to its un-

controlled counterpart. Secondly, while Bretl, [6], showed that max power occurs

when the pendulum maintains unidirectional rotation in a monochromatic wave

environment, our work shows that bidirectional control can have a greater mean

net power output in the more realistic irregular wave environment.

Note, however, that mechanical fatigue, rotational speeds, very large and sud-
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den peak power generation, gearbox inefficiencies, generator inefficiencies, and

complex hull/mooring designs could all be limiting factors affecting the success-

fulness of applying such active control to a vertical axis PWEC. In this sense, the

reader should consider the above simulation results as upper bounds or idealized

outcomes that will ultimately be affected by the aforementioned limiting factors.

Future work on this problem will include removing the constraint of the hull

moving in only heave and pitch by developing a seven degrees of freedom model.

In addition, the effect of pendulum dynamics on the hull will be included. More-

over, specific mooring and damping systems for the converter will be considered

and added to the converter’s equations of motion. Lastly, data delay rates and

estimation schemes will be applied to more realistically account for sensed infor-

mation within the controller; methods for system identification and estimation will

be developed.
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3.1 Introduction

The world’s oceans contain an abundance of energy in the form of waves. Convert-

ing such energy into electricity presents an attractive and sustainable opportunity

to power communities and cities. To access, harvest, and then generate electricity

from such an energy resource, however, currently requires techniques and technolo-

gies that are both nascent in nature and relatively expensive when compared to the

status quo: coal and natural gas power plants [19]. There exists a need, therefore,

to reduce the cost of generating electricity from ocean waves by further developing

and finding more cost effective conversion devices and techniques [20]. Here, we

address this need by focusing on the continued development of a specific type of

wave energy converter known as a vertical axis pendulum wave energy converter,

or VAPWEC, and applying active control to it.

A VAPWEC utilizes the motion of undulating ocean waves to induce tilting

moments about its center of mass. These tilting moments cause the converter’s

pendulum to swing about an axis of rotation whose orientation would be vertical

if the converter were placed on level ground. The swinging pendulum drives a

generator to generate electricity. Collectively, the process of using tilting moments

to swing a pendulum to drive a generator, is the basic archetype for any VAPWEC

power take–off system.

The first VAPWEC was patented in 1966 by the Thiokol Chemical Corporation,

see Figure 1 [9]. Originally intended for use as a self-powered marine navigation

beacon, Thiokol’s device is, nonetheless, a design that reflects the basic operation of
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any modern VAPWEC. Examples of modern, utility grid scale VEPWECs include

those developed by companies such as Neptune Wave Power LLC and Wello Ltd.

Gear Box and Generator

Hull

Irregular Wave Profile
Mooring Line

Pendulum

Axle

Figure 3.1: Basic operation of a VAPWEC. first patented in 1966 by the Thiokol
chemical corporation [9]. Public domain: See U.S. patent number
3231749.

VAPWECs have two noteworthy characteristics that contribute to their via-

bility as wave energy converters and warrant their continued research and devel-

opment: (i) in both very small and very large waves, VAPWECs can utilize the

entire range of their power take–off system and (ii) all converter components (e.g.,

generator, gearbox, bearing, axle, and pendulum) are housed within a protective

hull. In other words, the hull of the VAPWEC need only be slightly tilted to

induce pendulum motion, and that motion is unrestricted regardless of sea state.

Furthermore, by enclosing all components within the VAPWEC’s hull, the com-
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ponents are protected from the harsh, corrosive ocean wave environment, thus

extending device longevity and reducing device maintenance. Nevertheless, while

the aforementioned VAPWEC characteristics are significant, there exists further

opportunity to enhance the converter by actively controlling the motion of its

pendulum [19,20].

Any random motion of a VAPWEC’s pendulum will drive its generator to

produce electricity, but in an irregular ocean environment, it is unlikely to produce

power at optimal levels. One way to improve the converter’s performance is to

identify an improved or more ideal pendulum motion trajectory. For example, one

can first identify superior pendulum motion trajectories for a series of ocean sea

states and then effectuate such motion when needed through application of active

control. In this way, a VAPWEC can optimize its conversion performance thereby

causing itself to become a more efficient and cost effective means of converting

ocean wave energy into electricity. The challenge then, is: (i) to determine an

optimal pendulum motion for a given irregular ocean wave environment and (ii)

to then establish a means of effectuating such optimal pendulum motion through

controlled actuation.

For regular monochromatic waves, Bretl identified an optimal pendulum state

trajectory as having unidirectional rotation at the same angular frequency as the

monochromatic wave [6]. For irregular waves, Boren proposed that optimal pendu-

lum state trajectory be achieved by coinciding “maximum potential energy pendu-

lum positions” with the crests and troughs of the spacial irregular wave form [15].

In this paper, we seek to build upon [6, 15] by specifically investigating the elec-
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tric power generation gains of an actively controlled VAPWEC as compared to an

uncontrolled VAPWEC. We accomplish this by (i) modeling a generic VAPWEC

within a simulated ocean wave environment and (ii) by developing an active opti-

mal controller based on model predictive and integral error tracking control theories

capable of enforcing an optimal pendulum state trajectory.

In this approach, use of model predictive control provides a means to continually

approximate the nonlinear pendulum dynamics for allotted time horizons in a way

that enables the use of common linear optimal control methods. Moreover, model

predictive control provides a means for future research in which temporal wave

profile prediction can occur [7, 17, 21]. With integral error control aspects, the

controller has the ability to track a desired ideal pendulum state trajectory and

account for any errors due do approximating the pendulum’s nonlinear dynamics.

The controller combines the model predictive and integral error control aspects via

an augmented state-space equation with an associated standard linear quadratic

regulator (LQR) cost function.

3.2 Methodology

To develop and then investigate the effects of an active controller to enforce desired

pendulum state trajectories we: (i) develop equations of motion that define a

generic VAPWEC with four degrees of freedom (heave, roll, pitch, and pendulum

rotation); (ii) develop a simulated irregular wave environment that WEC designers

would use for converters deployed off the coast of Oregon (see [22]); (iii) develop a
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control strategy based on model predictive and integral error control for increased

VAPWEC net power production; (iv) provide simulation results of an uncontrolled

and controlled generic VAPWEC; and (v) offer conclusions and insights regarding

future research prospects for continued VAPWEC development.

3.2.1 VAPWEC with Four Degrees of Freedom

The basic nature of essentially all WEC power take–off systems requires that rel-

ative motion occurs between at least two bodies. To ensure such relative motion,

often one body is heavily constrained and damped. For VAPWECs, the primary

mode of wave energy conversion is through the swing of a pendulum whose motion

is caused by a tilting hull. Thus, while the VAPWEC’s hull should both move up

and down in heave, and tilt back and forth in roll/pitch, hull motion in surge is

unnecessary and hull motion in yaw should be constrained.

Given an appropriate mooring scheme, the generic VAPWEC can be con-

strained to move in large part in only heave, roll, and pitch. Thus, with the

inclusion of pendulum motion, the generic VAPWEC modeled has four dominant

degrees of freedom. Figure 3.2 shows a free body diagram illustrating the dy-

namics of the constrained VAPWEC. The equations of motion for the VAPWEC

are derived using Newtonian mechanics with the aid of three coordinate systems:

global fixed, hull fixed, and pendulum fixed coordinate systems. Using the z-x′-z′′

sequence, Euler angles φ, θ, and ψ are employed to relate the angular orientation

of the VAPWEC’s hull and, indirectly, the VAPWEC pendulum’s position to the
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global coordinate system, see [23,24]. Here we consider six main forces or moments

affecting the VAPWEC: (i) wave excitation force ~FE and moment ~ME; (ii) wave

radiation force ~FR and moment ~MR; (iii) weight of the hull mh~g; (iv) weight of the

pendulum mp~g; (v) pendulum viscous damping moment ~Md; and (vi) pendulum

generator moment ~Mgen.
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Figure 3.2: VAPWEC Free Body Diagram
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The equation of motion for the hull moving along the Z0 axis is given by

Ḧz0 =
−mh g −mp g + FEz0 + FRz0

mh

. (3.17)

The equation of motion for the hull rotating about the X1 axis and the Y1 axis,

respectively, are given by

ω̇ x1 =
MEx1 +MRx1 +Rpy0 mp g

Ix1
(3.18)

and

ω̇ y1 =
MEy1 +MRy1 −Rpx0 mp g

Iy1
. (3.19)

The equations of motion defining the hull’s orientation with respect to the

global coordinate system (the hull’s Euler angles) are given by

φ̇ =
ωy1 cos(ψ) + ωx1 sin(ψ)

sin(θ)
, (3.20)

θ̇ = ωx1 cos(ψ)− ωy1 sin(ψ) , (3.21)

and

ψ̇ =
– cos(θ)

(
ωy1 cos(ψ) + ωx1 sin(ψ)

)
sin(θ)

. (3.22)

The equation of motion defining the pendulum’s rotation about the Z1 axis is
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given by

α̈ =
sin(2 α)

(
ω2

x1
− ω2

y1

)
2

− cos(2 α) ω x1 ω y1

+

(
Md +Mgen − Lmp cos(α + ψ) sin(θ)

(
g + Ḧz0

))
L2 mp

(3.23)

where

Md = −Cp α̇ , (3.24)

and

Mgen = u(t) . (3.25)

Note, control is to be implemented through generator feedback, see Equation

(3.25). When Mgen opposes pendulum motion, electricity is being generated and

energy is removed from the pendulum (generator mode). When Mgen aids the mo-

tion of the pendulum, energy is being transferred to the pendulum (motor mode).

3.2.2 Simulated Hydrodynamic Environment

The Pacific Northwest is a site of interest for WEC development, and as such the

simulated irregular hydrodynamic wave environment is based on characteristics

suitable for WEC development for Oregon State oceans. The irregular wave’s
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spectrum is derived using the Modified Bretschneider-Mitsuyasu wave spectrum

given by [13,14]

S(fj) = 0.205 H2
s T−4s f−5j exp

(
− 0.75 (Ts fj)

−4) . (3.26)

The spectrum is generated using a significant wave height, Hs, of three meters

and a significant wave period, Ts, of ten seconds. Such wave parameters can

be considered the most appropriate and representative for WEC development off

the coast of Oregon [22]. The resulting irregular wave form developed from the

spectrum is due to the superposition of individual, monochromatic water surface

elevations, ηj, and is given by

~ηirr =
N∑
j=1

~ηj =
N∑
j=1

cos(kj x0 − 2π fj t− δj) . (3.27)

For the generic VAPWEC simulations, a simple method is used for determining

both the excitation force, ~FE, and the excitation moment, ~ME. The method

leverages Froude–Krylov forcing and, is thus directly related to Eqn. 3.27. This

method assumes a floating body to have negligible diffraction effects. Such an

assumption is valid if the floating body is relatively small when compared to the

wave’s dominant wavelength and also valid when only a first order approximation of

the excitation force is needed—as is the case for this work [25–28]. To facilitate the

Froude–Krylov criterion, the modeled VAPWEC hull has a height of 2.5 meters and

a diameter of 10 meters. The established hull size is much smaller than the irregular
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wave’s 150 meter approximate significant wavelength, and is also large enough that

viscous effects (due to flow separation) can be neglected [27, 28]. Ultimately, the

needed excitation force, ~FE, and moment, ~ME, can be obtained through use of the

aforementioned Froude–Krylov method by integrating the irregular wave’s pressure

field over the wetted surface area of the VAPWEC,

pirr =
N∑
j=1

−ρ g z0 + ρ gηj Kpj (3.28)

where

Kpj =
cosh

(
kj(h+ z0)

)
cosh(kjh)

. (3.29)

To simplify the integration of the pressure field over the continually changing

wetted surface area of the modeled VAPWEC, the process is approximated by

dividing the hull into four (A, B, C, and D) symmetric wedges, with each wedge

having its own excitation force, see Figure 3.3. The respective excitation force

of each wedge is a product of two components: (i) one fourth the weight of the

hull and (ii) a scaled sigmoid function. The combination of these two components

result in the following equation:

~FN =

(
mh g

4

) (
2

1 + exp(−Af
~dN)

)
=

mh g

2
(

1 + exp(−~dN)
)
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where

N = A, B, C, D ,

~dN = ~ηN − ~RNz0 , (3.30)

and

~ηN = ~ηirr

(
x0 = RNx0

)
. (3.31)

The value of the sigmoid scaling function is what ultimately approximates the

pressure field integration process and whose value is determined by how much a

respective wedge is submerged below the irregular wave profile, ~ηirr, see Figure 3.4.

The sigmoid scaling function acts such that when the hull is half way submerged in

still water, the sum of each wedge’s excitation force is equal to the total weight of

the VAPWEC’s hull. Thus, the hull’s nominal hydrostatic condition, without the

pendulum, is half submergence. As each wedge’s submergence inevitably increases

or decreases, due to the hull being subjected to the irregular wave, ~ηirr, and the

pendulum dynamics, ~̈α, the contribution of each respective wedge excitation force

is adjusted accordingly. In other words, as a wedge becomes increasingly more sub-

merged, its corresponding excitation force is increased, but only until the wedge

is completely submerged. After complete submergence, the wedge’s corresponding

excitation force no longer increases. Likewise, when a wedge becomes decreas-
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Figure 3.3: VAPWEC hull wedges and corresponding wave excitation forces.

ingly less submerged, its corresponding excitation force is decreased, and can be

decreased until zero which represents the point where the majority of the wedge

is unsubmerged. See Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Based on comparable ANSYS AQWA R©

analyses, this sigmoid function approximation technique gives the approximate

excitation force, ~FE, and moment, ~ME sufficient for this work:

~FE = ~FA + ~FB + ~FC + ~FD , (3.32)
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and

~ME =
D∑

N=A

(
~RN × ~FN

)
. (3.33)

Irre
gular W

ave Profile

X1

FA

Z1

RA

dA

ηA

X0

Z0

Wedge “A” of Hull

H

Figure 3.4: Wedge “A” of the VAPWEC hull.

The radiation force, ~FR, and moment, ~MR, were found using a method from [29]

and further supplemented by ANSYS AQWA R©. ANSYS AQWA R© was not solely

used for the analysis in this work due to its several inabilities to handle advanced

control algorithms such as what will be describe in a subsequent section. Note,

the radiation force and moment can be expanded and related to the constrained
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motion of the modeled VAPWEC by the following:

~FRz0
= −Cz0

~̇Hz0 − Az0
~̈Hz0 , (3.34)

~MRx1 = −Cx1 ωx1 − Ax1 ω̇x1 , (3.35)

~MRy1 = −Cy1 ωy1 − Ay1 ω̇y1 . (3.36)

A summary of the hydrodynamic and VAPWEC parameters used in this work

are given in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Summary of Hydrodynamic and VAPWEC Parameters.

Parameter Value

Significant Wave Height 3 [m]

Significant Wave Period 10 [s]

Hull Mass 10000 [kg]

Hull Principal moment of inertia about X1 129709 [kg m2]

Hull Principal moment of inertia about Y1 129709 [kg m2]

Hull Diameter 10 [m]

Hull Height 2.5 [m]

Sigmoid Approximation Factor 1

Pendulum Arm Length 3 [m]

Pendulum Mass 250 [kg]

Pendulum Damping Coefficient 0.1

[
N m/

rad
s

]
Hull Added Mass in Heave 109346 [kg]

Hull Added Inertia in Roll 385027
[
kg m2

]
Hull Added Inertia in Pitch 385027

[
kg m2

]
Radiation Damping in Heave 51252

[
N/

m
s

]
Radiation Damping in Roll 2578

[
N m/

rad
s

]
Radiation Damping in Pitch 2578

[
N m/

rad
s

]

3.2.3 Active Controller Design

Using both model predictive and integral error control, a controller is developed to

enforce a strategy that optimizes wave energy to electricity conversion. Such a con-

troller is ideally suited for this problem due to its ability to cope with approximated

nonlinear dynamics, its capacity to track desired pendulum state trajectories, and
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its allowance for wave profile prediction [7, 15,16].

The model predictive control aspect grants the controller a means to continually

update the approximation of the nonlinear pendulum dynamics in a manner that

allows for the application of linear optimal control theories for discrete moments in

time. Such approximation enables the direct use of common linear control methods

which are easily computed and implemented. Moreover, model predictive control

provides a means for future research in which temporal and spacial wave profile

prediction can occur [17]. With integral error control, the controller has the ability

to track a desired ideal pendulum state trajectory. The controller combines the

model predictive and integral error control aspects via an augmented state-space

equation and a corresponding cost function that is analogous to linear quadratic

regulator (LQR) problems.

A linear approximation to the pendulum dynamics in Equation (3.23) can be

written in a time-varying form that uses the current time window’s (ti) state values:

Υ̇(t) = Ampc(t) Υ(t) + B u(t) (3.37)
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where

Ampc(t) =



−Cx1

Ix1
0 0 0

0
−Cy1

Iy1
0 0

0 0 0 1

A41(ti) A42(ti) A43(ti)
−Cp

L2mp


, (3.38)

A41 =
sin
(
2α(ti)

)
ωx1(ti)

2
, (3.39)

A42 =
cos
(
2α(ti)

)
ωx1(ti)− sin

(
2α(ti)

)
ωy1(ti)

2
, (3.40)

A43 =

sin
(
α(ti) + ψ(ti)

)
sin
(
θ(ti)

) (
g +

FHz0(ti)
mh

)
L

, (3.41)

Υ(t) =

[
ωx1(t) ωy1(t) α(t) α̇(t)

]T
, (3.42)

B =

[
0 0 0

1

L2mp

]T
, (3.43)

and recalling u(t) = Mgen(t) .
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The pendulum state matrix, Ampc, could include any information for the in-

tention of prediction and approximation. Information such as: historic, current,

predicted state information; historic, current, predicted control information; or

predicted wave environment and hull forcing information. The inclusion and in-

vestigation of using of such information for Ampc, is a natural path for future

research. As it stands, the linear approximation of Ampc used in this work, only

includes hull and pendulum state information from the current time window, ti .

As noted earlier, pendulum control is effectuated through generator torque

feedback. When the moment due to the generator, Mgen, opposes the pendulum’s

angular velocity, α̇, electricity is being generated. When the moment due to the

generator, Mgen, aids the pendulum’s angular velocity, α̇, the generator is acting

as a motor and electricity is being consumed.

The control strategy enforced by the active controller is based on tracking a de-

sired pendulum state trajectory, r(t). The reference function r(t) is found through

an iterative process such that a favorable trajectory is found for the aforementioned

simulated irregular ocean wave environment. A specific method for ascertaining

r(t) is described by [15] and its purpose is to inform the controller of proper pen-

dulum orientation throughout time such that pendulum motion optimizes wave

energy to electricity generation.

Tracking the ideal pendulum state trajectory, r(t), is the primary role of the

integral error component of the controller [15, 18]. Such tracking involves the
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minimization of the pendulum’s error dynamics given by

ė(t) = r(t)− α(t). (3.44)

When written in state–space form the error dynamics in Equation (3.44) becomes

ė(t) = −C Υ(t) + r(t), (3.45)

C =

[
0 0 1 0

]
. (3.46)

Thus, the augmented state–space form for the controller is the combination of

the approximated pendulum state-space dynamics and the integral error dynamics.

The resulting augmented state-space form is given by

 Υ̇(t)

ė(t)

 =

 Ampc(t) 0

−C 0


 Υ(t)

e(t)

+

 B

0

u(t) +

 0

1

 r(t) (3.47)

or

Υ̇aug(t) = Aaug(t) Υaug(t) + Baugu(t) +

 0

1

 r(t) (3.48)

as in [18]. Note that the zero entries in the matrices above are sized appropriately;

that is, they may represent vectors or sub–matrices with zero entries.
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The controller is derived using a linear quadratic cost function given as

Ji =

∫
∞

ti

ΥT
aug(t)QΥaug(t) + uT (t)Ru(t) dt (3.49)

with

Q =

 0 0

0 q

 . (3.50)

The terms R and q represent control weighting and error weighting respec-

tively. Small R values allow for greater pendulum control to be implemented, and

correspondingly, larger q values enforce closer tracking of the function r(t). These

weightings are typically “tuned” to achieve desired performance.

To ensure suitable control of the pendulum and sufficient tracking of r(t), Equa-

tion (3.49) is minimized by solving its corresponding steady state algebraic Riccati

equation

0 = −PAaug −AT
augP −Q + PBaugR

−1Baug
TP (3.51)

at sequential time moments in time, t. Thus, P in fact depends on t. At each time

t, its associated gain matrix, K(t), is derived by

−K(t) = −R−1 Baug
T P (t) , (3.52)
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and thus over the entire operating time,

u(t) = Mgen(t) = −K(t)Υaug(t) . (3.53)

3.3 Simulation Results

Utilizing the same simulated irregular ocean wave, hydrodynamic environment,

and VAPWEC parameters
(
see Table 3.5, Equations (3.17)–(3.25) and Equations

(3.27)–(3.36)
)
, the results of two simulations are now given. The first simulation

places the modeled VAPWEC in the simulated ocean environment without active

control enabled. The second simulation places the same modeled VAPWEC in

the same simulated ocean environment, but with the active controller developed

by Equations (3.37)–(3.53), enabled. The resulting net power produced from each

simulation is compared and, in this fashion, the benefits of using active control

are assessed. The governing evaluation of the active controller is based upon its

ability to increase net power output as compared to its uncontrolled counterpart.

The duration of each simulation is 1200 seconds with only the last 100 seconds

of power generation being considered for evaluation. In this way, the evaluation is

based upon the fully developed interactions between the irregular wave environ-

ment and the VAPWEC’s dynamics—disregarding the transient effects that occur

during the sudden placement of a VAPWEC into an already existing dynamic

ocean wave environment. Note, positive power represents electricity generation

by the VAPWEC (generator mode), while negative power represents electricity
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consumption by the VAPWEC (motor mode).

3.3.1 Generic VAPWEC without Active Control

Without active control, a VAPWEC generates electricity at a linear rate. This rate

is a product of a predetermined extraction coefficient, Cgen, and the VAPWEC

pendulum’s angular velocity, α̇. This relationship is given by

~Mgen(t) = Cgen α̇(t) . (3.54)

Thus, for electricity generation to occur, Cgen, must be a negative value and also

a quantity that facilitates the largest amount of electricity generation. The de-

termination of Cgen is ordinarily based on the converter’s physical parameters in

addition to the dominant characteristics of the converter’s ocean wave energy en-

vironment. In the case of this simulation, Cgen was found by iteratively subjecting

the modeled VAPWEC to the same irregular ocean wave while searching through a

range of Cgen values between -80000 and 0

[
N m/

rad
s

]
. From this process a value

of -29091

[
N m/

rad
s

]
was found to generate the largest amount of electricity for

the uncontrolled VAPWEC during the last 100 seconds of simulation time.

The simulation results for the uncontrolled VAPWEC, for the last 100 sec-

onds are summarized in Figure 3.5 and its corresponding power generation results

are given in Table 3.6. As shown in the power plot of Figure 3.5, by having a

negative extraction coefficient, Cgen, the VAPWEC without active control will al-
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ways generate electricity during any pendulum motion. Moreover, greater electric

power generation is associated with faster pendulum rotation, which is indicated

by steeper slopes in the pendulum position plot of Figure 3.5 and implied by

Equations (3.54). Mean net continuous power output for the last 100 seconds of

simulation time was only 382 watts—small considering the large 10 meter diame-

ter of the VAPWEC’s hull. This small result, however, is due to the generic form

of the modeled VAPWEC. If one were to optimize the VAPWEC hull’s geometry

and pendulum parameters, than greater power output, even for an uncontrolled

VAPWEC, could be had. In any case, it is the purpose of this work to focus on

the comparison between an uncontrolled and active controlled VAPWEC without

favor towards a particular VAPWEC design or configuration.

Table 3.6: Summary of VAPWEC Performance without Active Control

Parameter Value

Generator Extraction Coefficient -29091

[
N m/

rad
s

]
Mean Net, Continuous Power (during last 100 seconds) 382 [W]

Max Net, Peak Power (during last 100 seconds) 1,757 [W]
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Figure 3.5: VAPWEC results without active control.

3.3.2 Generic VAPWEC with Active Control

To simulate an actively controlled VAPWEC, an optimal pendulum state trajec-

tory, r(t), must be identified. While there could be several possibilities for r(t), for

this simulation, a simple sinusoid was found to be an effective optimal pendulum

state trajectory. The sinusoid is given by

r(t) = 3 sin(t) . (3.55)

In addition to the optimal pendulum state trajectory, the active controller was
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forced to favor electricity generation over electricity consumption. Thus, whenever

the controller sought to add energy to the system, it was only allowed to do so at

80 percent of its desired amount. The active control moment, u(t), therefore, is

given by

u(t) = Mgen(t)

= −K(t)Υaug(t) when ±Mgen & ∓ α̇ (3.56)

and

u(t) = 0.8 Mgen(t)

= −0.8 K(t)Υaug(t) when ±Mgen & ± α̇ (3.57)

When compared to the power results of the uncontrolled VAPWEC simulation

(Figure 3.5 and Table 3.6), the results from the actively controlled VAPWEC simu-

lation (see Figure 3.6 and Table 3.7) indicate both greater peak power outputs and

continuous–mean power output. Due to the nature of active control however, elec-

tric power generation does not always occur. Thus, while active control produced

large spikes—nearly 0.5 [MW]—of power at certain times, its continuous–mean

power output was approximately 1.5 [kW]. Nonetheless, in terms of continuous–

mean power output, the actively controlled VAPWEC outperforms its uncontrolled

counterpart by nearly 1 [kW] of continuous–mean power output.
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Figure 3.6: VAPWEC results with active control.
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Table 3.7: Summary of VAPWEC Performance with Active Control

Parameter Value

Selected Optimal Pendulum State Trajectory r(t) =
3 sin(t) [rads]

Error weighting q 1e13

Control weighting R 1e-11

Mean Net, Continuous Power (during last 100 seconds) 1,473 [W]

Max Net, Peak Power (during last 100 seconds) 493,080 [W]

3.4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that net mean power generation for a VAPWEC

could be increased by over 200% by utilizing an active controller based on model

predictive and integral error tracking control theories. Such an approach to control

design has been used by others for other technologies, and is a realistic first take

for controlling both VAPWECs and wave energy converters in general [7, 15, 19].

Another contribution in this paper, is the simplified approach to modeling the

hydrodynamic forcing on the device. Initially, panel methods and ANSYS AQWA R©

were used to both compute the hydrodynamic forces and apply active control to

the VAPWEC [15, 30], but that approach proved to be entirely unwieldy due to

AQWA’s inadequate interface for active control techniques. The approach used in

this paper is essentially a way to average the hydrodynamic forces over quadrants

of the VAPWEC, and could be refined by partitioning the device into more wedges.

A possible limitation regarding the use of such active control, are the resulting

large power spikes. Here we assume an ideal power take–off system, a system capa-
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ble of handling the transmission of power of up to nearly 500 kilowatts. However,

these large power spikes need not be prohibitive, especially if such spikes are only

allowed in generator mode (no need to source large amounts of power) and if they

last for very brief time periods.

Another possible limitation regarding the use of active control, is the assumed

forward knowledge of the incident, incoming irregular wave form. Such a limitation,

however, could be surmounted through the use of state estimators that transmit

wave telemetry to the controller such that the controller can make reasonable

predictions about the future incident wave. Such estimators are currently being

investigated by the authors of this work.

An additional area for future work in VAPWEC control design, involves utiliz-

ing cost functions that do not require tracking of an desired pendulum position,

r(t), but instead the controller would continually develop, in essence, r(t), on–

the–fly. Such real–time tracking function development is being investigated by the

authors of this work.
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4.1 Introduction

There exists a lack of published, scholarly, and publicly available research regard-

ing the performance of deployed Vertical Axis Pendulum Wave Energy Converters

(VAPWECs) in controlled irregular wave environments. While VAPWEC devel-

opment and ocean testing has been underway for sometime (the Finnish company

Wello Oy has done considerable work with VAPWECs [11]) much of this work is

proprietary or applies to specialized versions of a VAPWEC. To help fill this gap

in research, a scaled generic VAPWEC prototype—named Vincent—was designed,

built, and then tested at Oregon State University’s O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research

Laboratory (HWRL). Although not a commercial scale, full–sized VAPWEC, the

Vincent prototype allowed for a more economical and less complex way to evaluate

some of the more fundamental characteristics of a generic VAPWEC. In this way,

results from the laboratory testing provide a publicly available foundation that

continued VAPWEC characterization can reference, and also build upon.

WEC research and development would, of course, be superfluous if there were

no appeal to harvest ocean wave energy. Fortunately, there is significant attention

in using WECs as a sustainable source of electricity—an alternative to our more

dominant and unsustainable forms of electric power generation: coal and natural

gas power plants [3, 4, 8]. Nonetheless, there does not yet exist a dominant WEC

design and as a result there are many device types competing to prove themselves as

an effective technology for the conversion of ocean wave energy into electricity [5].

In considering possible dominant WEC designs, however, one must recognize that
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the success of a design is not necessarily governed by how effective a converter

harvests ocean wave energy, but rather how inexpensive it can do so [20]. In other

words, it will be a WEC’s Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) that will most

likely determine the dominant WEC designs.

There are many aspects that affect a WEC’s LCOE, and the reader is en-

couraged to investigate those aspects through the review of [20]. In any case,

the more heavily weighted aspects of a WEC’s LCOE are: (i) the converter’s

wave energy conversion efficiency; (ii) the converter’s maintenance costs; (iii) the

converter’s development costs; and (iv) the converter’s deployment costs. Corre-

spondingly, VAPWECs are an appealing WEC technology, worthy of continued

investigation and development, due to their inherent robustness (all components

are sealed within a protective hull) and due to their simplistic manner of con-

verting ocean wave energy into electricity. These traits inherently favor the four

aforementioned heavily weighted aspects of a WEC’s LCOE.

The investigation of a physically deployed WEC, in an actual wave environ-

ment, is a task that encompasses numerous challenges, but through which a wealth

of knowledge and understanding can be obtained. Unfortunately, of the current

or recent VAPWEC developers, only the work published in [6] appears to contain

the most rigorous and publicly available analysis of a VAPWEC deployed in a

wave laboratory environment. Nonetheless, the results presented in [6] do have

their limits, as the tests performed by [6], only focused on subjecting a small scale

VAPWEC to just regular wave environments, as opposed to their more realistic

counterparts: Irregular wave environments. Even so, the results published by [6]
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not only help validate generic VAPWEC technology as both robust and effective,

but [6] also shows the usefulness of laboratory testing over pure computational

analysis for the further characterization of VAPWECs.

Indeed, there can be significant value in deploying any simple, small WEC

prototype in a real wave environment. Such a task can be used to quickly justify

continued development of a particular device type, and do so in a way that is

often a more realistic than pure computer simulations [4,20]. Of course, as a WEC

prototype progresses through its Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs), then larger

scaled and/or more sophisticated testing can occur with greater confidence as their

simpler and smaller scaled counterparts have already been analyzed and vetted.

Accordingly, there exist a realm of various sized testing facilities that can aid in

WEC development. For large scale WEC prototype testing, the European Marine

Energy Centre (EMEC) in Scotland is arguably the current standard by which all

other large scale testing facilities are compared to. Likewise, there exist several

onshore, indoor facilities that caters to smaller scaled WEC prototypes. Like Scot-

land’s EMEC, Spain’s IH Cantabria’s wave basin is arguably the current standard

by which all other onshore, indoor facilities are compared to. Nonetheless, current

developments in the United States—primarily through the efforts of the Northwest

National Marine Renewable Energy Center (NNMREC)—are offering an ever in-

creasing capacity and sophistication for WEC prototype testing. NNMREC will

offer two open ocean testing facilities: The North Energy Test Site (NETS), which

is not connected to the electrical grid, and the South Energy Test Site (SETS),
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which will be connected to the local electrical grid [31].1 For small scale WEC test-

ing, NNMREC offers the aforementioned HWRL as their indoor test facility—this

is the facility being used to investigate the VAPWEC prototype presented here.

More information regarding HWRL will be provided in Section 4.3.

The primary purpose of this work, is to investigate the relationships between

irregular wave environments, various pendulum control torques, and net power

outputs from a small scale generic VAPWEC prototype, which was deployed at

NNMREC’s HWRL. Outcomes resulting from the investigation are primarily given

in the form of a normalized net power output chart, which is found in Section 4.4.

The chart, Figure 4.12, gives the VAPWEC prototype’s normalize net power out-

put as a function of irregular wave environment, pendulum axle’s torque loading,

pendulum type, significant wave height, and dominant wavelength. In this way,

these outcomes help to determine the irregular wave environments that might

be best suited for continued VAPWEC research and development. Indeed, the

outcomes from testing prepare a way for a more focused and more sophisticated

analysis of future VAPWEC prototyping and validation than what was previously

available.

4.2 Creating Vincent – A Small Scale Generic VAPWEC

The historical developments of VAPWECs crosses over a handful of various designs,

but all can essentially be classified as inertial mass–based WEC point absorbers.

1As of publication, SETS is still under development.
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Inertial mass–based WECs use the motion of a relatively large mass or masses to

indirectly convert wave energy into electricity—this is in contrast to the articu-

lation and relative motion of floats, pedestals, or flappers that directly interface

with the wave environment. Likewise, VAPWECs are point absorbers because they

typically have small characteristic lengths relative to the dominant wavelengths of

their wave environments [4, 8].

Patents for various VAPWEC designs have existed for over a century. The first

patent for a VAPWEC design, currently known to this Author, was filed in 1894

by inventor Joseph Singer, see Figure 4.1 [32]. Probably the most quintessential

example of a VAPWEC design, however, was patented by the Thiokol Chemi-

cal Corporation in 1966 [9]. Thiokol’s patent does an excellent job at represent-

ing the point absorbing and inertial mass characteristics that VAPWECs gener-

ally exhibit, see Figure 4.2. Of the modern versions of VAPWECs, Penguin, a

VAPWEC designed by a Finnish company called Wello Oy, is probably the most

advanced version of VAPWEC technology.2 Wello Oy’s Penguin has already gone

through extensive development and full scale testing at EMEC, see Figures 4.3 and

4.4. Further information about Wello Oy’s device can be found at their website:

“http://www.wello.eu/en/penguin” [33].

2As of publication.

<http://www.wello.eu/en/penguin>
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Figure 4.1: One of the earliest known VAPWEC designs: Invented and patented
by Joseph Singer in 1894 [32]. Public domain: See U.S. patent number
524490 A.

Gear Box and Generator

Hull

Irregular Wave Profile
Mooring Line

Pendulum

Axle

Figure 4.2: A quintessential example of a VAPWEC: Patented by the Thiokol
Chemical in 1966 [9]. Public domain: See U.S. patent number 3231749.
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Figure 4.3: A modern VAPWEC example: Patented by Wello Oy in 2014 (The
Wello Penguin) [33]. Public domain: See U.S. patent number 8915077.

Picture by Wello Picture by Wello

Figure 4.4: Wello VAPWEC (The Wello Penguin) being built at shipyard (L) and
deployed off Orkney Islands (R) [11].
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4.2.1 Vincent’s Hull and Internal Structure

Because the purpose of this work is to investigate the general performance of a

VAPWEC in irregular waves, without favor to any one particular VAPWEC design,

the most generic and representative pendulum configuration was sought for the

Vincent prototype. To that end, Vincent consists of just fundamental components,

which would be the bases for any VAPWEC design: a hull, two bearings, an axle,

a pendulum, a shaft coupler, a torque transducer, a rotary encoder, an inertial

measurement unit, a communications system, and an embedded computer.

Initial designs of Vincent were based on prior work done by two OSU under-

graduate senior design teams in 2012: Team Number 31—The Hull Team—whose

membership consisted of Ben Burke, Cody LaBelle, and Trey Durkee. Team Num-

ber 32—The Internals Team—whose membership consisted of Douglas Hoskins,

Andrew Miller, and Mark Lemke [34, 35]. The initial design concepts were vetted

by using an in-house, seven degrees of freedom, VAPWEC, hydrodynamic simu-

lation script written in Matlab R© by the Author. The script allowed for the rapid

testing and experimentation of: (i) varying the hull size and shape; (ii) varying the

mooring schemes; and (iii) varying the pendulum types. Results from using the

in-house scripts, were then supplemented with further modeling by using ANSYS’s

hydrodynamic software AQWA. Use of AQWA enabled further testing of Vincent’s

design by incorporating Vincent into a simulated directional wave basin. Proving

the accuracy of the aforementioned hydrodynamic modeling was not a motiva-

tion in this work, but rather the modeling was a means to an end. In short, the
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hydrodynamic modeling was simply a tool used to ensure adequate buoyancy for

Vincent for the varying hydrodynamic and mooring loads that was anticipated for

his deployment at HWRL.

The hydrodynamic simulation results provided limits upon how large Vincent

could be—both in terms of geometry and mass. The upper bound for Vincent’s

diameter was set at approximately one meter, his height no greater than 0.5 meters,

and his mass (without a pendulum) no greater than approximately 40 kilograms.

The overarching idea behind such dimensions were threefold: (i) to produce a

wave-following type of hull, which means a hull that is shallow and relatively light;

(ii) to produce a device as large as possible for testing in one meter of water; and

(iii) to produce a device as small as possible for ease of transport and handling. In

other words, Vincent was not scaled for any particular ocean wave environment,

but rather he was scaled for ease of use at HWRL. Using the aforementioned

constraints, Vincent’s hull was designed using SolidWorks R©, see Figures 4.5 and

4.6.
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Height: 0.32 [m]
Diameter: 0.70 [m]

Figure 4.5: CAD model of Vincent the generic VAPWEC (without his fiberglass–
epoxy carapace). Vincent’s major dimensions are given: Height is
measured from the outer side of lower keel plate to the outer upper
most apex of the risers. Diameter is measured from the outer most
circumference.
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Upper Hull w/o Carapace

Lower Hull w/o Carapace

Example
Pendulum

Internal Structure
(Bearings, Axle, Encoder, Shaft Coupler, 
Torque Transducer, Truss Members)

Figure 4.6: Exploded CAD model of Vincent the generic VAPWEC (without his
fiberglass–epoxy carapace): Vincent’s major components.
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Figure 4.7: Vincent’s unpainted lower and upper hull halves with his fiberglass–
epoxy carapace.

The superstructure of Vincent’s hull is primarily composed of welded general

purpose cold rolled, half–inch diameter steel. The superstructure is encapsulated

by six ounce S glass Fiberglass–epoxy composite; this composite is the hull’s cara-

pace. The steel provides the majority of the structural strength while the fiberglass

composite provided an inexpensive way to encapsulate the steel while also being

relatively easy to alter and amendable if needed. Vincent has three fixed moor-

ing points, all of which are recessed into the lower hull section—Vincent is able

to lay flat upon the ground when not deployed. The mooring points are actual

fixtures of the hull’s super structure itself and were reinforced by welding 1/4 inch

steel rods to both sides of all mooring points; approximate diameter of all mooring
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connection points is one inch.3

Vincent’s internal structure was designed around a 1 1/8 inch, 1215 carbon

cold rolled steel axle turned by Gary Borntrager of OSU’s School of Mechanical,

Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering’s Machine Shop. Two Timken bearing

Cones were press fit onto the axle: One onto the lower end of the axle and the

other fitted just below the axle’s 3/4 inch to 1/2 inch diameter shoulder. Another

shoulder took the diameter of the axle from 1/2 inch to 5/16 inch. The 3/4 inch

diameter sections of the axle were the seats for the Timken bearing cones. The

1/2 inch diameter section of the axle was for the encoder wheel. The 5/16 inch

section of the axle was for Vincent’s shaft coupler. The coupler linked the axle

to the torque transducer, which in this case, is a brushed DC motor. Located at

the major diameter section of the axle, were two number 10 clearance fit through–

holes. The two pin holes provided pin connection points for Vincent’s pendulums

to attach to.

The receiving cups for the Timken bearing Cones were press fit into 6061-

T6 Aluminum Alloy housings. The lower bearing housing was bolted through a

shimming plate onto the hull plate mount, affixing the lower bearing housing to

the lower hull’s keel plate. The shimming plate allows for the adjusting of the

pre–load and end play of the axle. The upper bearing housing was designed to

interface with three truss members through a “truss–transitional” plate. These

components were all machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy in house, by the

3The tooling used to build Vincent was almost exclusively in imperial units, as a result, most
of the manufacturing processes mentioned here are also defined using imperial units.
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Author, except for the three truss members. The truss members where machined

by Advanced Machining Services R© out of Bend, Oregon. The three truss members

are what affixes the upper bearing housing, the encoder, and the torque transducer

to the lower hull. Atop the truss–transitional is the encoder mounting plate to

which a US–Digital R© E3 optical rotary encoder is mounted. The optical encoder

utilizes a 2048 cycles per revolution (CPR) encoder wheel which is attached to,

via a set screw, to the 1/2 inch section of the axle. Three high–Strength 2024

Aluminum standoffs were used to raise a mounting plate for the placement of the

torque transducer. The axle is coupled to the torque transducer by a standard

zero–backlash flexible shaft coupler, see Figure 4.8. A summary Vincent’s physical

properties, is given in Table 4.8.
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Torque Transducer

Mounting Plate For
Torque Transducer

Shaft Coupler

Standoffs

Encoder

Mounting Plate
For Encoder

Top Bearing
Cover

A Truss Member

Truss Transitional

Upper Timken
Bearing

Upper Bearing
Housing Upper Bearing

Cover
Axle

Lower Bearing
Cover

Lower Timken
Bearing Lower Bearing

Housing

Shimming Plate Hull Plate
Mount

Figure 4.8: Exploded CAD model of Vincent’s internal components.
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Table 4.8: Summary of Vincent’s Physical Properties.

Parameter Value

Height 0.32 [m]

Diameter 0.70 [m]

Total Mass of Vincent without Pendulum 24.0 [kg]

Vincent’s Draft without Pendulum ≈0.10 [m]

Regular Pendulum’s Mass 1.70 [kg]

Regular Pendulum’s Center of Mass Distance from Axis of Rotation 0.18 [m]

Regular Pendulum’s Moment of Inertia about Axis of Rotation 0.08 [kg m2]

Axle’s Mass 0.49 [kg]

Axle’s Moment of Inertia about Axis of Rotation 4.0e-5 [kg m2]

Heavy Pendulum’s Mass 4.10 [kg]

Heavy Pendulum’s Moment of Inertia about Axis of Rotation 0.21 [kg m2]

Heavy Pendulum’s Center of Mass Distance from Axis of Rotation 0.15 [m]

4.2.2 Vincent’s Electronics and Embedded Systems

Vincent’s on board computer is a National Instrument’s myRIO R©. The myRIO R©

is a dual–core ARM R© CortexTM–A9 based device that is supplemented with a Xil-

inx FPGA that enables customizable and fast access to its input/output lines [36].
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The myRIO provides (i) a clock source (through network time protocol); (ii) wire-

less connection for programing, data access, and remote monitoring/operating; and

(iii) a serial bus to which Vincent’s embedded sensors are connected. To moni-

tor Vincent’s kinematics, a three axis accelerometer supplemented by a three axis

inclinometer were used. Data samples of this kinematic information was sampled

at 100 hertz.4 To monitor the rotational characteristics of Vincent’s pendulum,

the myRIO R© interfaced with, and recorded data from, Vincent’s optical rotary

encoder. The pendulum’s rotational characteristics were sampled at 100 hertz.

Timestamps for data collection were pulled from the National Institute of Stan-

dards and Technology’s time server (http://time.nist.gov).5 The timestamps asso-

ciated with Vincent’s sensor data and the timestamps used by HWRL associated

with recording wave height data were found to be in agreement by plus or minus

one half of a second.

The evaluation of Vincent’s performance during tank testing is primarily based

on the net power output. The equation for the net power output is given by:

P = Mt α̇ (4.58)

To vary the applied torque, Mt, acting upon the axle, the myRIO R© interfaced

with a simple circuit that was designed and built by the Author to allow for

three possible torsional loading scenarios. The circuit accomplishes this task by

4Analysis of Vincent’s kinematics during tank testing relative to the aforementioned seven
degrees of freedom hydrodynamic modeling will be presented in a future paper.

5This URL is only valid via use of the network time protocol (NTP) and is not accessible
through one’s typical Internet browser.
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applying three possible electrical loadings to a brushed DC motor’s terminals, see

Figure 4.9. Three relays are used to either enable or disable these three respective

electrical loads. The three different electrical loads—corresponding to the three

different relays—are simple half watt resistors. Their resistance values are: 1 ohm,

10 ohms, and 100 ohms.

M

660 Ω
2N3904

LYRA005V

(Relay 3)
1N4002

660 Ω
2N3904

LYRA005V

(Relay 1)
1N4002

660 Ω
2N3904

LYRA005V

(Relay 2)
1N4002

MSP DIO 0

(3.3 V TTL) +5 v

R1 = 1 Ω R2 = 10 Ω R3 = 100 Ω

MSP DIO 1

(3.3 V TTL) +5 v
MSP DIO 2

(3.3 V TTL) +5 v

AI0 +

MSP Pin 8

AI0 -

MSP Pin 7

Figure 4.9: Circuit diagram of electrical loads that are activated individually
through a series of relays. There exist three possible loading scenarios:
1 ohm, 10 ohms, and 100 ohms. The circuit is interfaced with, and
controlled by, Vincent’s on board computer (a National Instrument’s
myRIO R©). Note, “MSP DIO #” represents specific input/output con-
nections points corresponding to the myRIO R©. Likewise, the “AI0 +”
and the “AI0 -” correspond to the myRIO’s analog/input connection
points.

As the pendulum–axle assembly rotates, it turns the aforementioned brushed

DC motor and, as a result, causes the motor to behave like a simple generator.

This simple generator will resist rotation (applying a torque to the axle) that is
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proportional to the electrical load seen by its terminals. In the case of Vincent, this

simple generator is being classified strictly as a torque transducer. The terminology

is intended to indicate that while the brushed motor is indeed being used to produce

a voltage potential, it is not being used as a power source or evaluated as such.

The brushed DC motor and its associated electrical loads (the three resistors) are

nothing more than a means to vary the amount of torsional loading acting upon

the axle with such torsional loading intending to simulate the device’s power take–

off system. As a result, the efficiency of the motor is superfluous, so long as it

consistently effectuates the same type of torsional loading characteristics with its

respective electrical loading scenarios.

The amount of torsional loading the torque transducer applies to the axle’s

rotation, is an approximated function of: (i) how much electrical loading is applied

across the terminals of the transducer and (ii) the angular velocity of the axle.

Torsional loading, Mt, due to the torque transducer is given as:

Mt = cN α̇ (4.59)

Thus, one can vary the amount of torsional loading by changing the amount

of electrical loading (resistance) applied across the transducer’s terminals; this is

the ultimate purpose of the circuit shown in Figure 4.9. To characterize how such

electrical loading will affect the axle’s rotation, it is necessary to determine each

electrical load’s corresponding damping coefficient, cN . In order to determine cN ,

it is first necessary to characterize the dynamics of the torque transducer.
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4.2.3 Characterizing Vincent’s Torque Transducer

Vibrational analysis was used to characterize the torque transducer’s dynamics for

each of the three aforementioned electrical loading scenarios. This was done by (i)

orienting the axle’s rotation to be perpendicular to the Earth’s acceleration due

to gravity vector, g, and (ii) perturbing the pendulum such that it behaved like

a simple underdamped harmonic oscillator. The resulting equation of motion for

the pendulum–axle–torque–transducer–electric–load system can thus be given as:

(It + Ipa) α̈ = −mp g Lg sin(α)− (cN + cpa) α̇ , (4.60)

If the angular displacements of the system are small—less than 15◦—then Equation

(4.60) can be given in its linearized form as

(It + Ipa) α̈ = −mp g Lg α− (cN + cpa) α̇ . (4.61)

If the initial angular position of the system is α0, its initial angular velocity is zero,

and the system is underdamped, then the solution to Equation (4.61) is:

α(t) = [exp (−ζ ωn t)]

[
α0 cos (ωd t) +

ζωn α0

ωd

sin (ωd t)

]
[37]. (4.62)

From here, the dynamical characteristics of the system can be found indirectly—

namely the system’s complete moment of inertia value, (It + Ipa), and the system’s

complete damping coefficient value, (cN + cpa). This is done by perturbing the
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system and then analyzing its time series response—Equation (4.62).

From the time series response, both the period of damped vibrations, Td, and

the peak amplitudes, αn, are carefully recorded. With this information, one can

deduce both the damping ratio, ζ, and the natural frequency, ωn, of the system

from the following equations:

ζ =
δ

√
4 π2 + δ2

, (4.63)

and

ωn =

√
4 π2 + δ2

Td
, (4.64)

where

δ =
1

n
log

(
α(t0)

α(tn)

)
. (4.65)

From Equations (4.63) and (4.64), one can readily find the system’s complete

moment of inertia value, (It + Ipa), and the system’s complete damping coefficient

value, (cN +cpa). This is accomplished through the implementation of the following

equations:

ωn =

(
mp g Lg

It + Ipa

)0.5

, (4.66)
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from which one can obtain

(It + Ipa) =
mp g Lg

ω2
n

, (4.67)

and

ζ =
(cN + cpa)

2
√
mR g Lg (It + Ipa)

, (4.68)

from which once can obtain

cT = (cN + cpa) = ζ 2
√
mR g Lg (It + Ipa) . (4.69)

The moment of inertia of the axle–pendulum system, Ipa, is already known. Thus,

the moment of inertia for the torque transducer can be found from Equation (4.67)

by rearranging it as

It =
mp g Lg

ω2
n

− Ipa . (4.70)

To find the damping coefficient of the torque transducer, cN , with its associated

electrical load, N , one removes the torque transducer and the electrical load com-

pletely from the system described by Equation (4.61), and obtains a new equation

of motion:

Ipa α̈ = −mp g Lg α− cpa α̇ . (4.71)
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The system described by Equation (4.71) can now be perturbed and its time series

response analyzed. From the time series analysis, one can then find the systems

damping ratio, ζp, and natural frequency, ωnp:

ζp =
δ

√
4 π2 + δ2

, (4.72)

and

ωnp =

√
4π2 + δ2

Td
. (4.73)

From which one can then find the damping coefficient value associated with the

axle’s bearings and grease by use of

cpa = ζp 2
√
mR g Lg Ipa . (4.74)

As a result of Equation (4.74) and Equation (4.69), we now have an equation for

the damping coefficient of the torque transducer, cN , with the electrical load, N ,

activated:

cN = cT − cpa . (4.75)

Equation (4.75) was used to determine each damping coefficient value, cN , for

their respective electrical loads, N ; the results are given in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Summary of Torque Transducer’s Damping Coefficients, cN

Parameter Value

Damping Coefficient with 1 ohm Load (N = 1) c1 = 0.0285

[
N m/

rad
s

]
Damping Coefficient with 10 ohm Load (N = 2) c2 = 0.0120

[
N m/

rad
s

]
Damping Coefficient with 100 ohm Load (N = 3) c3 = 0.0139

[
N m/

rad
s

]

4.3 Testing at O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory

OSU’s O.H. HWRL provides two major facilities—two different types of wave

tanks: (i) a large wave flume and (ii) a directional wave basin. In both wave tanks,

HWRL has conducted several WEC testing events, some of which are described

in [38]. The large wave flume is 104 meters long, 3.7 meters wide, 4.6 meters

deep, and can produce waves heights greater than 1.5 meters. The large wave

flume only produces single directional waves through the actuation of a single

large wave making board [39]. The directional wave basin is 48.8 meters long,

26.5 meters wide, 2.1 meters deep, and is capable of producing wave heights up to

approximately 0.8 meters in one meter of water depth. The directional wave basin

is based on the actuation of 29 wave making boards, which enable the creation of

multi–directional regular, irregular, or tsunami wave environments [39]. Because

of the multi–directional abilities of the directional wave basin, it was chosen to

host Vincent for the duration of his tank testing.
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Figure 4.10: Vincent deployed at O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory.

4.3.1 Vincent’s Layout in the Directional Wave Basin

For tank testing, HWRL can provide its patrons with several services ranging

from general consultation, to specific data acquisition schemes. For this work, the

consulting services were leveraged more than HWRL’s data acquisition abilities.

Through consultation with HWRL Director Dr. Lomonaco, it was determined that

there was little to no need for some of the more sophisticated higher fidelity data

acquisition schemes (i.e., PhaseSpaceTM optical motion capture analysis) and at

most, only wave height data, sampled at 50 Hz, was needed for the work presented

here. Therefore, HWRL provided wave height data that was recorded at 2.5 meters

intervals (alongshore), five meters ahead of Vincent’s still water moored location,

see Figure 4.11. The mooring scheme was also determined through consultation

with Dr. Lomonaco and was designed to be symmetrical with the length of the
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wave basin. Each mooring line was adjustable; the setup allowed for both catenary

and taut mooring systems.
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26.5 [m]

48.8 [m
]

Wave Maker

Vincent
Anchor Point Anchor Point

Anchor Point
WG WG WG WG WG

Figure 4.11: Vincent’s wave tank layout scheme: (i) The location of Vincent rel-
ative to the perimeter of HWRL’s directional wave basin; (ii) the
layout of Vincent’s three point mooring system; and (iii) the location
of the HWRL’s five wave gauges (WG).
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4.3.2 Test Schedule

Testing occurred over a span of seven days: Five days of device deployment at

HWRL and two days of intermission. The first two days of device deployment were

utilize as “preliminary–test days.” These preliminary–test days were chiefly used

for the validation of Vincent’s “sea–worthiness,” as up until that point, Vincent had

only been tested in still water during two bouts of pool testing. The preliminary–

test days provided the ability to: (i) become more familiar with HWRL’s ca-

pabilities and personnel; (ii) ascertain the general bounds of wave environments

that produced non–trivial responses from Vincent’s pendulum; (iii) ascertain the

general tautness of the mooring lines that resulted in non–trivial responses from

Vincent’s pendulum; (iv) become acquainted with the various idiosyncratic issues

and logistics of deploying Vincent and interfacing with him while deployed; and

(v) ensure that Vincent’s on–board electronics and embedded systems functioned

as expected while being subject to the roaring onslaught of HWRL’s waves.

After the first two days of deployment at HWRL, a two day intermission oc-

curred. The act of taking a few days off from tank testing, over a weekend, was

not serendipitous, but was intentionally planned in an effort to allow for better

synthesis of the collected preliminary–test/“sea–worthiness” data and make any

necessary adjustments for the pending primary data collection phase of Vincent’s

deployment. Such an intermission is highly recommend by the Author for others

who wish to do tank testing.

The last three days of Vincent’s deployment at HWRL—the primary data col-
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lection phase—placed Vincent in several irregular wave environments, which (i)

varied in wave direction, either 0◦ or 20◦ with respect to the cross–shore; (ii) var-

ied in significant wave height between 0.15 meters and 0.3 meters; and (iii) varied

in dominant wave period between three seconds and five seconds. Likewise, the

irregular wave environments varied in terms of their spreading. Some wave envi-

ronments had no spreading—these are termed long crested waves—and other wave

environments did have spreading—these are termed short crested waves. All irreg-

ular waves were generated by use of a Jonswap spectrum with a gamma value of 3.3.

For the short crested waves, a spreading factor of 4 was utilized. Determination

of the aforementioned irregular wave types, and their associated parameters, were

selected through consultation with HWRL due to their knowledge and expertise.

4.4 Test Results and Conclusions

As stated earlier, the primary motivation of this work is to monitor the mean net

power output of a generic VAPWEC as its pendulum’s axle is subjected to various

torsional loads and while its hull is being subjected to an assortment of irregular

wave environments. The varying torsional loads acting the pendulum’s axle are

intended to simulate the accumulative effect of electricity generation.

The various torsional loads and assorted irregular wave environments are de-

fined as “test scenarios,” with each individual test scenario having a unique ar-

rangement of testing parameters: (i) a distinct significant wave height; (ii) a domi-

nant wavelength and period; (iii) a particular pendulum type; (iv) a wave direction;
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(v) a crest length (long or short); and (vi) and a distinct torsional load type de-

fined by an activated electrical load. Data recordings from each test scenario lasted

approximately four minutes.

4.4.1 Overview of Test Results – Mean Net Power Output

Figure 4.12 represents the overall results from the primary data collection phase

of Vincent’s deployment at HWRL. To facilitate the comparison between test sce-

narios, the majority of test parameters have either been normalized or defined in

terms of dimensionless values.
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Figure 4.12: Vincent’s normalized mean power output as a function of irregu-
lar wave environment, electrical loading, pendulum type (regular or
heavy), significant wave height, and dominant wavelength.

Some of the more notable outcomes (in no particular order) from Vincent’s

deployment at HWRL are: (i) Taut mooring lines (as opposed to catenary) were

absolutely necessary for any non–trivial amount of pendulum motion; (ii) Vincent’s

design and construction was robust—all of Vincent’s systems and structure func-

tioned as planned; (iii) the heavy massed pendulum did not significantly outper-

form its regular massed pendulum counterpart in terms of resulting mean net
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power generated; (iv) the amount of torsional loading had the greatest effect upon

Vincent’s mean net power generation; (v) larger waves (larger significant wave

height to dominant wavelength ratios) only resulted in greater net mean power

output some of the time; (vi) in general, there was greater mean net power gen-

eration when wave direction was at 20◦ than when wave direction was at 0◦; and

(vii) generally, greater mean net power output occurred when the irregular wave

environment was short crested instead of long crested. Table 4.10 shows some of

the maximum peak results from tank testing.

Table 4.10: Maximum Peak Values from Tank Testing:

Parameter Value

Maximum Pendulum Angular Velocity 13.71

[
deg
s

]
(0◦ , 0.3 [m], 5 [sec], Irregular, Long Crested, Heavy Pendulum)

Maximum Applied Torque 0.19 [N m]
(0◦ , 0.3 [m], 5 [sec], Irregular, Long Crested, 100 ohm, Heavy Pendulum)

Maximum Peak Power 2.61 [watts]
(0◦ , 0.3 [m], 5 [sec], Irregular, Long Crested, 100 ohm, Heavy Pendulum)

4.4.2 Mooring System – Catenary vs. Taut

Resulting from consultations with HWRL personnel, it was originally thought

that a catenary mooring system would be best for Vincent—that such a mooring

system would allow Vincent to have the greatest freedom for pitching and rolling,
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and therefore, the greatest possibility of converting wave energy into electricity

through the resulting swing of its pendulum. Such a result, however, did not

occur. Indeed, in essentially all cases during preliminary testing in which a catenary

mooring system was used, Vincent’s pendulum’s movement was insignificant and

therefore minimal power generation occurred. Conversely, it was found that a very

taut mooring system produced the most effective results in terms of net mean

power generation.

With a catenary mooring system, it appeared that Vincent simply “rode–

above” the waves that passed under him; his hull never really pitched and rolled

due to the incident waves sliding beneath him. When a taut mooring system

was implement, however, Vincent’s watch circle was significantly reduced and he

had little area in which to maneuver. As a result, Vincent was forced to first

pitch upwards as the incident wave met his hull, but then, shortly thereafter, the

taut mooring system would pitch Vincent back the other way, near to his origi-

nal position. As a result of such pitching movement, the pendulum’s motion was

significantly more than when a catenary mooring system was implemented. Such

results, could indicate that VAPWECs like Vincent, might be best suited for not

only taut mooring systems but perhaps even the extreme versions of such mooring

systems—a tension leg platform for instance.
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4.4.3 Vincent’s Robustness

Vincent’s robust design and construction during tank testing was impressive. Never

did Vincent fail to perform his purpose while deployed—all internal components

functioned as designed and the hull easily endured HWRL’s waves and resulting

mooring loads. As further evidence of such robustness, for the very last wave tank

experiment, on the last test day, Vincent was subjected to a series of monochro-

matic waves that were steadily ramped up, ultimately leading to the largest waves

Vincent had be subjected to while deployed at HWRL. The waves were greater

than the stated rating (0.8 meters) of the directional wave basin and were recorded

to have a height of approximately 0.9 meters and a period of 3 seconds.

While it is true that due diligence was effectuated in the designing and building

of Vincent—to help ensure that he would function properly during tank testing—

it is also evident from the tank testing results that VAPWECs are intrinsically

robust under sustained severe wave environments.

4.4.4 Lighter or Heavier Pendulums

Due to the relationship between the pendulum’s inertial properties and the pen-

dulum’s kinetic energy, and therefore also power, we know the pendulum’s iner-

tial properties are a vital contributor to the overall net mean power output for a

VAPWEC:

KErot =
1

2
Ip α̇

2 . (4.76)
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Holding the pendulum’s angular velocity, α̇, constant, as the moment of inertia,

Ip, increases, so does the available kinetic energy, KErot, for electricity genera-

tion. Yet, the results from Vincent’s tank testing show that there is essentially no

improvement in net mean power output when using the pendulum with greater

mass (greater inertial properties) over its regular massed pendulum counterpart.

This result illuminates the other variable residing in Equation (4.76), namely the

pendulum’s angular velocity, α̇, which influences the kinetic energy, KErot, in

Equation (4.76) much more so (by a power of two) than the inertial properties of

the pendulum.

Results from tank testing indicate that the more massive pendulum ultimately

prevented its own motion by causing Vincent’s hull to be less responsive to the

pitching and rolling moments that are needed to induce pendulum rotation and

therefore the pendulum’s angular velocity was inhibited.

4.4.5 Results of Torsional Loadings

Of all the testing parameters, by far the greatest effect on net mean power output,

was the amount of torsional loading applied to the pendulum’s axle. Greater load-

ing equated to greater net mean power output. Such a results bodes well for active

pendulum control strategies as such control would most likely be implemented

through torsional loadings as well. In other words, if the passive application of

torsional loading caused such a significant increase in net mean power output rel-

ative to minimal torsional loading, then arguably one would expect to see even
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greater net mean power outputs when active torsional loadings schemes are ap-

plied, see [15, 40, 41]. Nevertheless, there will be an upper bound above which no

greater net mean power output will occur, regardless as to whether the torsional

loading is passive or active. This is due first to the limited amount of energy in each

wave, and then second to the efficiency limitations that every WEC (VAPWEC or

otherwise) must manage; sadly, there is no free lunch here [42].

4.4.6 Wave Heights, Wave Directions, and Crest Lengths

Larger waves, and therefore more energetic waves, did not always cause greater net

mean power outputs. Test results indicate that use of the regular massed pendu-

lum in larger wave environments caused, for the most part, greater net mean power

output when compared to their heavier massed pendulum counterparts when sub-

jected to the same larger wave environments. Upon inspecting the video footage, it

was clear that as the wave became larger and the pendulum more massive that (i)

Vincent sat lower in the water (Vincent’s draft became greater) and (ii) Vincent’s

tilt into the water was steeper. These circumstances appeared to cause the larger

wave environments to crash more readily upon Vincent than what was occurring

when the lighter, regular massed pendulum, was used—the crashing waves did not

cause greater net mean power generation.

It was anticipated that both an acute wave angle and short crested wave envi-

ronment would cause greater net mean power output relative to a 0◦, long crested

wave, and for the most part, that appears to be true—especially in the smaller
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wave environments. Nonetheless, the increase is fairly small and is probably within

the noise of the acquired data. The original justification, however, for presuming

that non 0◦, non–long crested waves would cause greater net mean power output,

was that Vincent would be subjected to hydrodynamic forces not in line with his

bow mooring line, which in turn, caused Vincent to be “hit” off balance. Likewise,

it was thought that the shorter crested wave environment would allow for greater

pitching and rolling due to the more “random” nature of short crested waves. Such

results are, nonetheless, inconclusive.

4.5 Future Research

Because testing at HWRL was intended to lay a foundation for additional VAPWEC

research, and also because Vincent himself is only a generic representation of most

VAPWECs, there exist a broad number of avenues for which future research can be

accomplished. The following are some ideas—derived from Vincent’s test results—

of future research areas that are thought to be of benefit for the further advance-

ment of VAPWEC technologies.

4.5.1 VAPWEC Mooring Systems

Because the tautness of the mooring lines played such a large role in the success of

Vincent’s ability to generate power, future studies and deployments of VAPWEC

prototypes should focus on the characterizations of their mooring systems. Ques-
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tions regarding mooring systems might include: (i) how many mooring points

is optimal per range of wave environments; (ii) what type of taut mooring line

material would be the most advantageous—what are the optimal material prop-

erties in terms of elastic modulus, shear modulus, and dynamic modulus; (iii) if

a VAPWEC were designed for, and then attached to, a tension legged mooring

system, how successful would such a setup be; and (iv) in general, what would the

time series mooring loads look like as a VAPWEC is being subjected to its wave

environment and pendulum’s rotation—would their exist a correlation that could

be taken advantage of?

4.5.2 Solid Axle and Generator Mounts

As with all WECs, it is exceptionally important for VAPWECs to “move” as much

energy as possible from their ocean wave environments into their generators. For

VAPWECs, this means (i) ensuring that its pendulum is affixed securely to its

axle, bearings, and bearing housings; (ii) that the axle is able to turn with as little

inhibition as possible; and (iii) that the coupling between axle and generator is

both solid and as direct as possible. Because of these factors, future VAPWEC

prototype design and development should research those manufacturing methods

that enforce the three aforementioned criteria.

One possible approach, might be to cast the entire lower–hull–power–take–off

section as one solid piece. Instead of using bolts, washers, and nuts to secure the

various components that make up the VAPWEC’s power take–off system (the ma-
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jority of a VAPWEC’s mechanical internals), physically cast all of them together.

Doing so would likely reduce energy losses due to both shaft misalignments and

vibrations. Casting could possibly be done in a few ways using carbon fiber, fiber-

glass, aluminum, or perhaps a combination of several materials. Future research

could investigate the best method to employ.

4.5.3 Ease of Access to a Small Scale VAPWEC’s Internals

Being able to access the internal components of Vincent was fastidious. One would

have to unscrew 48 bolts and then break the seal to gain entry into Vincent. Gain-

ing access to a larger scaled VAPWEC is likely not as difficult because there are

already predesigned solutions, such as bulkhead doors and watertight hatches. But

for a small device like Vincent, a VAPWEC that is only 0.70 meters in diameter

by 0.32 meters tall, there is little room to implement preexisting water tight so-

lutions. As a result, future small scale VAPWEC development should investigate

alternative watertight methods to gain faster access to the device’s internals.

4.5.4 Active Control of Pendulum

By applying torsional loading that only depended upon its singular respective elec-

trical load, Vincent’s axle was being passively controlled. And, in the case of this

work, reduced electrical loads produced greater net mean power output, see Fig-

ure 4.12. But, what if there was an active way of adjusting the electrical load and

therefore also the torsional loading applied to Vincent’s pendulum’s axle? Would
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the net mean power output be better than its passively implemented counterpart?

This is a major question that, in part, has already been addressed by some in the

form of computer simulations and by others through patent claims [10, 15, 40, 41].

But, to the Author’s knowledge, nobody has systematically published (from em-

pirical testing) a thorough analysis regarding both the technique to (i) implement

an active control scheme and (ii) also publish the detailed results of doing so.
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Chapter 5: A Conclusion to the Three Manuscripts

The three manuscripts given in this dissertation, provide an analysis of VAPWECs.

The overarching purpose of each manuscript, is to investigate the performance of

generic VAPWECs as their pendula are being subjected to various torsional load-

ings. In the first two manuscripts, the torsional loadings are intended to be con-

trolled in an active manner such that greater conversion of ocean wave energy into

electricity occurs—results from these two manuscripts are based on computer sim-

ulations. In the final manuscript, we transition from computer simulations to em-

pirical laboratory testing. For the laboratory testing, we characterized how varying

the torque loads acting on a VAPWEC’s pendulum would alter the converter’s net

power output as it was being subjected to various irregular wave environments.

Manuscripts one and two give credible credence to the notion that one can

increase a VAPWEC’s efficiency by actively controlling its pendulum. Indeed,

results indicate the possibility of a nearly 200 percent increase in net power gen-

eration when a VAPWEC’s pendulum is actively controlled. Major results from

manuscript three—the results from wave tank testing of a generic VAPWEC named

Vincent—provides a foundation upon which continued VAPWEC development can

utilize and compare against.
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